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Diabetes mellitus (DM) is the most common acquired cause of peripheral neuropathy in developed Western countries.\(^1\) According to the WHO, it is the most common neuropathy worldwide, with 10 million cases in the U.S. alone.\(^2\)

Approximately 45-60 percent of patients with diabetes will develop manifestations of peripheral neuropathy. More importantly, several studies document clinical and subclinical signs of diabetic neuropathy even before neurological impairment and symptom development).\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^9\) These cases substantiate the importance of early and intensive glycemic control as the most important preventable risk factor in the development of neuropathy.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^9\) Prevention and early detection is crucial, especially in light of the estimated increase in worldwide diabetes to approximately 366 million by 2030.\(^10\)

Diabetic Neuropathy

A frequent microvascular complication of diabetes is diabetic neuropathy. The most common type is distal symmetric neuropathy or polyneuropathy (diabetic peripheral neuropathy - DPN), which results in significant disability and morbidity.\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^10\) Complications of DPN include severe pain, loss of ambulation from foot deformities and increased risk of foot ulceration, infection, and ensuing amputation.\(^10\)\(^-\)\(^11\) Sadly, lifetime risk of foot amputation is 15 percent in patients with diabetic polyneuropathy.\(^11\)

While the most common pattern of diabetic neuropathy is DPN, other patterns of neuropathy exist. These include autonomic neuropathy, small-fiber neuropathy, polyradiculopathy, diabetic amyotrophy, and focal mononeuropathies.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^2\) DPN involves the distal lower extremities with sensory involvement greater than motor and autonomic involvement.\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^12\)\(^,\)\(^14\)\(^,\)\(^15\) Generally, involvement of motor nerves occurs later in the development of the disease.

Early motor involvement increases the diagnostic severity of DPN.\(^12\)\(^,\)\(^15\) Other pathophysiologic processes associated with diabetic neuropathies include a predisposition to compression and repetitive injury.\(^1\) Superimposed mononeuropathies or entrapment neuropathies, like carpal tunnel syndrome, commonly occur in patients with DPN.\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^14\)
Signs of Nerve Injury

Polyneuropathy has been reported in 10-50 percent of patients with diabetes. At the time of diagnosis, neuropathy is already present in 10 percent of diabetic patients. Many studies show that early signs of neuropathy often predate an official diagnosis of diabetes.

In the Rochester Diabetic Neuropathy Study, 45 percent of type 2 patients had quantitative changes, clinical and electrophysiologic studies, although only 13 percent had neuropathic symptoms. In another report, prevalence of neuropathy early in diabetes increased to 50 percent, but only with quantitative sensory testing and nerve conduction studies. This occurs in part because a majority of diabetics can have objective sensation loss without accompanying symptoms.

Nerve conduction can play an important role in diagnosis because electrophysiologic signs of neuropathy are detectable despite clinical symptoms. Kimura noted that when both abnormal nerve conduction attributes and/or delayed F waves were involved, evidence of neuropathy existed in 60 percent of patients without clinical signs and in 96 percent with clinical signs. Lee, et al., noted that children with IDDM [insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus] frequently have nerve conduction abnormalities without clinical neuropathy at initial diagnosis.

These studies support the common notion that early detectable evidence of nerve injury can be found regardless of the patient’s complaints. Changes in nerve function represent a normal and often unavoidable consequence of diabetes. However, not all patients necessarily develop ensuing complications. The more important question attempts to make sense of the findings to determine the type of intervention.

Electrodiagnostics

The sural nerve provides a good diagnostic starting point. Amplitude and velocity changes early in the course of the disease help note glycemic control and the development of neurological impairment. Including the medial plantar sensory nerve increases the sensitivity up to 70 percent in the detection of neuropathy and allows earlier diagnosis, especially when routine nerve conduction studies are normal.

Attributes of the peroneal motor nerve also predict the progression of diabetic neuropathy and the development of neurological impairment, especially when considered with increased triglycerides early in the course of disease. In general, conduction slowing and respective neuropathy correlates with disease duration. Alone, this is not an indicator of neurological progression, but rather an expression of glucose
metabolism and microvascular changes. When the velocity of the fastest conducting fibers is maintained, the prognosis is favorable. Neurological impairment is less likely in this instance.

The integrity of axons, the smaller components or fibers that make up a nerve, plays a larger role in determining impairment. This tends to occur more with time and/or disease severity. More axonal loss equates to increased neurological impairment. If axonal regeneration does keep pace with degeneration, denervation can be seen and heard during EMG.\(^1\)

In extreme cases, chronic denervation can lead to atrophy.\(^{12,15}\) Also small detectable changes in nerve conduction are a sensitive indicator of progressive nerve dysfunction and response to treatment, even when lab testing is normal\(^2,4,13\). In this respect, electrodiagnostic evaluation can help gauge the severity of neuropathy and provide a prognosis as to neurological impairment.

**Other Considerations**

Of course, every test has its limitations. Electrophysiologic findings do not always translate to clinical impairment. For this reason, a diagnostic test should never be used alone. Clinically, contrasting loss of sharp touch and temperature with subjective increased pain is common.\(^{1,2,7,9,12}\) Decreased vibration and position sense occur frequently, but are less sensitive.\(^2,7,9,12\) Decreased ankle reflexes are also common, as well as the electrodiagnostic equivalent, H reflexes. Distal small muscle weakness and atrophy may occur in chronic or uncontrolled cases.\(^{1,2,7,9}\) While clinical findings help diagnose DPN, nerve conduction studies provide a more powerful tool that can help identify subclinical cases for early intervention.\(^{7,9}\)

Nerve conduction studies are also insensitive to the function of small C fibers and autonomic B fibers. These are often impaired early with poor glycemic control despite normal NCV. However, there are other electrodiagnostic tests that can evaluate these nerves.

Combining laboratory studies with information gained from the history, examination, and electrodiagnostic testing usually identifies 74-82 percent of cases.\(^1\) For example, nerve conduction study abnormalities in subclinical DPN are highly correlated to HbA1c levels over 7 percent.\(^6\) In a previously undiagnosed population with documented neuropathy, an impaired glucose tolerance test was more sensitive than fasting blood sugar in diagnosing glycemic control, more so than HbA1c elevations.\(^2\)
HbA1c seems to be more linked to small-fiber neuropathy and autonomic dysfunction, especially in type 1 diabetics. Hypertension and elevated triglycerides are also predictive factors in the development of neuropathy with diabetes. In type 1 DM, long-term glycemic control, diabetes duration and HbA1c are associated with low nerve conduction velocity and amplitude response.

People rarely have one issue at a time. An electrodiagnostic evaluation helps differentiate the diagnosis and note co-morbidities. In the past month, I have seen several diabetic patients with varying degrees of neuropathy and neurological impairment. These cases caught my attention:

- An early case of diabetic amyotrophy with positive EMG findings, thigh weakness and a history of mild spinal stenosis.
- A case of apparently well-controlled diabetes, hypothyroidism and leg cramping, with thyroidism proving more of an issue than diabetes.
- A case of moderate to severe peripheral vascular changes, distal muscle atrophy, and denervation due to uncontrolled diabetes. (This case was complicated by history of disc herniation with radiculopathy.)
- A diabetic with constant cramping in the feet who was thought to have plantar fascitis and showed electrodiagnostic evidence of selective involvement of sensory-motor fibers in the peroneal nerve bilaterally. He was recommended for further lab testing to rule out hereditary sensorimotor neuropathies.

Here are three other interesting case studies worth taking the time to review:


**The Chiropractor's Role**

From a chiropractic standpoint, consider diabetes as a contributing factor in patient treatment. When patients show objective clinical changes despite subjective complaints, explore the issue further, especially if they tell you they are pre-diabetic or you suspect they might be diabetic. Perform a brief distal
motor-sensory-reflex exam on diabetic and pre-diabetic patients a couple of times a year to keep tabs on early objective changes.

If patients have had an NCV / EMG, look beyond confirmed radiculopathy or entrapment neuropathies. If neuropathic signs are evident on NCV / EMG without clinical symptoms of neuropathy and these patients have no history of diabetes, request lab work or refer to the primary care physician and/or endocrinologist for evaluation of glucose tolerance, elevated H1bAc, and triglyceride levels. If they have a history of diabetes, send a copy of the test to the primary care physician and/or endocrinologist, as this can provide useful information on glycemic control and ensuing neuropathies.

Remember, diabetic neuropathy and more importantly, neurological impairment, can be prevented when treated early. Treatment of diabetic neuropathy focuses on maintaining normal blood sugar levels. This helps to prevent progression of the neuropathy and neurological impairment. Glycemic control has proven to be a greater risk factor over five years in the progression of subclinical neuropathy. With intensive treatment to optimize glycemic control, there is a 64 percent risk reduction in the development of neuropathy after five years. Even in treatment-naive type 1 diabetic patients with confirmed clinical neuropathy, optimal glycemic control can reduce symptoms of peripheral neuropathy.
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